
Board books  
& Picture books



My music box book
Mon  livre boîte à musique

Board books & Picture books - From 1 month onwards

A wind-up music box featuring a story to celebrate 
Christmas at toddlers bedtime.

Discover a soothing story completed by beautiful illustrations 
and the melody that irresistibly evokes Christmas: Silent 
Night, a worldwide heritage! On Christmas night, Ernest 
hears someone stirring in the living room of the big house 
and tiptoes down the stairs: too late, Santa Claus has  
already left! 

Activate the small metal key (very easy to handle) and  
enjoy a lovely melody that accompanies the little one to 
sleep, even once the bedtime story is over. 

• A nice gift to offer, placing you instantly into the Christmas spirit.
• A new "audio book" offer with a traditional music box (without 

batteries or electronics).
• A wonderful companion for our smallest readers.

Christmas Night 
Amélie Laffaiteur 

code: 5523074 
October 2023

Board book with a music box
206 x 206 mm
10 pages
17.95 €
All rights available.

Good night
Rachel Qiuqi
Code: 7826668



Hello Baby
Bonjour bébé

Board books & Picture books - From 9 months onwards

Cardboard books with a small handle, materials to touch, 
large flaps to lift, words to name!

Time to discover the life of forest animals in winter with a 
story perfectly adapted to young readers who will be able 
to touch the animals while reading, thanks to the materials 
included.
A series of picture books, with lovely stories and sweet  
illustrations! Toddlers are having an active reading time:  
they can touch the materials, lift the flaps, search for  
the characters…

• Books that help soothe the little ones before bedtime.
• A nice gift to offer.
• A small handle on the cover to take the book everywhere  

with you!

Winter is here! 
Léa Fabre

code: 3562344
October 2023

Board book
215 x 175 mm
16 pages
13.95 €
All rights available.

Hidden Hi!
Yi-Hsuan Wu 
code: 3735794

The Farm
Clémentine  
Dérodit 
code: 3735671

Cuddle Time
Elsa Fouquier
Code: 3735425

Merry Christmas!
Clémentine Derodit
(with materials to touch)
Code: 3562098 - October 2023

The Sea
Clémentine Dérodit 
code: 8338933

Time to Sleep,
Little Bunny!
Raphaëlle Michaud 
code: 3735548

The baby animals
Sonia Baretti
Code: 4384722



My first Larousse library
Ma première bibliothèque Larousse

Board books & Picture books - From 1 years onwards

A first library for toddlers: 9 cardboard books to learn 
everyday words!

Discover this pretty box which includes 9 lovely picture 
books in a cube size format on everyday themes (animals, 
colors, the garden, shapes, toys, the house, eating, clothes 
and the city). A great box to encourage toddlers’ language 
development and discovery of the world around them. 
The little books, easy to handle and in perfect sizing, stacked 
and put away in their box, can be used for playtime and 
will develop toddlers’ fine-motor skills too!

• Colourful illustrations, full of humor and gentleness.
• A nice gift to offer. 
• A beautiful and playful object for children to handle.

Author: Grace Habib.

9 board books in a box 
Box: 195 x 195 mm 
Book: 60 x 60 mm 
10 pages 
20.95 € 
code: 5674024
October 2023
All rights available.



My little pop-ups
Mes p’tits pop-up 

Board books & Picture books - From 2 years onwards

A pop-up documentary book to discover farmers’ world.

Let’s go from surprise to surprise as we stroll around the 
farm: animated by the pop-ups, the animals seem ready to 
leap off the page to meet their readers!

Dinosaurs, Vehicles, Farms: in a simple story adapted 
to the youngest, children discover a world that fascinate 
them, through those beautifully illustrated and animated 
books.

• Sturdy and attractive pop-ups for young readers. 
• An educational approach in a cheerful, colorful world. 
• Popular themes among children.

Authors: Marie Paruit, Mathilde Bourgon. 

The farm
code: 1206071

August 2023

Board book with pop-up 
160 x 160 mm 
16 pages 
11.95 € 
All rights available.

The vehicles
code: 1205948
August 2023

The dinosaurs
code: 1206194
August 2023



The big animated photo book
Le grand imagier photo animé

Board books & Picture books - From 2 years onwards

A large animated picture book, with 50 flaps to lift that 
provide an interactive reading time!

Discover 250 words of farm vocabulary in this new title  
belonging to the iconic Larousse series. 
Learn to name animals, fruit, vegetables, tools and all farm 
vehicles through a fun experience.
This animated photo board book, including riddles and a lot 
of flaps to lift, proposes a thrilling discovery of vocabulary 
through images and comprehensive explanations. 

• 200 photos, for a realistic, recognizable  
representation of the world around toddlers.

• A dynamic layout, with little funny drawings.
• High-quality, sturdy construction  

with cardboard pages.

Author: Cogumelo Club.

The big animated  
photo book of farm  

code: 2963519
September 2023

Board book with flaps 
227 x 264 mm 
20 pages 
17.95 €
Previous rights sold: Romanian, 
Spanish, Catalan, Polish, Lithuanian, 
Serbian, Czech, Danish, Slovakian, 
Estonian, Indonesian, German, 
Dutch, Russian.

The big animated  
photo book of first words
code: 4174685 

The big animated  
photo book of animals
code: 4199275

The big animated  
photo book of preschool
code: 3298384

The big animated  
photo book of nature
code: 2997215

The big animated  
photo book of  
early learning
code: 4199152



My Little Dino Stories
Mes petites histoires de dinos

Hardcover
208 x 208 mm
32 pages
9.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish,  
Catalan, Chinese simpl., German.

Diplodocus at the rescue
code: 1907020

Tyrannosaurus shows her fangs
code: 1907266

Eoraptor thinks  
he’s the strongest
code: 1907635

Triceratops doesn’t want  
to share
code: 1907881

Maiasaura becomes a mom
code: 4070927

Parasaurolophus is too loud
code: 4071050

Tyrannosaurus throws
a big tantrum
code: 7554246

Velociraptor is too slow 
code: 8629395

Ankylosaurus is too shy  
code: 7554123

Stegosaurus thinks 
 he’s ugly!  
code: 8629518

September 2023

Board books & Picture books - From 3 years onwards

Dinosaurs stories for the youngest readers including  
documentary value!
 
Even a dinosaur can suffer of a low self-esteem... and discover 
that he has many more qualities than he ever could imagined!

Each dinosaur (a different species in each title) features a 
particular character side (shyness, anger, etc.) and allows 
children to understand how to better deal with these traits, 
while learning some details about these fascinating species. 

• A topic that never goes out of style among children. Everything 
they always wanted to know about these fascinating creatures.

• Centred around one dinosaur, each book describes its particularity 
and its environment, based on scientific facts.

• The little adventures are simple, funny and kind.

Author: Stéphane Frattini.
Ill.: Carlo Beranek.



30 dragons stories
30 histoires de dragons

Board books & Picture books - From 4 years onwards

30 beautiful stories to laugh, dream, comfort and enjoy 
wonderful adventures with dragons!

Discover 30 original stories, some inspired by traditional tales, 
to learn more about the adventures dragons go through in 
their daily lives: learning to fly low, spitting fire, capturing 
a witch, helping children with nightmares, but also playing 
music, meeting new friends, healing aches and pains, and 
accepting their differences...

Tales where dragons are the heroes, but which remain 
connected to children’s everyday lives, to help them gain 
self-confidence...

• An ideal format for the little ones: each story fits on one page.
• Dragons, fantastic creatures are very popular with children. 
• Moving and humorous illustrations.

Author: Aurélie Desfour. 
Ill.: Pauline Caudrillier.

Hardcover
268 x 267 mm
64 pages
14.95 €
code: 7529260 
October 2023 
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan.



Fiction



The green feather club
Le club des plumes vertes 

Softcover
150 x 190 mm
48 pages
7.95 €
All rights available.

Bees Mission
code: 3292246
August 2023

Forest Mission
code: 3292492
August 2023

Fiction - My First Heroes - From 8 years onwards

Dive into these humorous little stories that tackle major 
environmental issues!
 
Join the Green Feathers Club and its flying heroes (a lark, a 
pigeon and a duck) who are as adventurous as they are candid! 
Together, they’ll discover where all the plastic waste that’s  
spoiling our landscapes comes from, and above all, how we can 
join forces (animals and humans) to limit it...

In unity there’s strength: pollution, deforestation, the  
disappearance of bees - there’s no limit to the curiosity and 
determination of our cheerful birds... who take humans and 
other animals along in their mission.

In addition, two pages of challenges at the end of each book 
to help young readers take care of the environment.

• Positive, cheerful stories to get children to reflect about the role  
we can all play to improve the environment.

• Endearing characters with their own personalities.
• Instead of a doomsday tone, this series proposes concrete  

commitments that can appeal to the youngest.

Author: Tess Corsac.
Ill.: Aurélie Grand.

Plastic Mission
code: 3292615

August 2023



Hubert, mummy’s doggy dog
Hubert, chien-chien à sa mémère

Softcover
150 x 190 mm
48 pages
7.95 €
All rights available.

Investigating the Trail
code: 5509092

In Search of the Culprit
Code: 5509215

In Search of Love 
code: 3568046

In Search of Holidays
code: 7069597

Who stole Christmas?
code: 6105219
October 2023

Fiction - My First Heroes - From 7 years onwards

Follow the funny investigations of Hubert, a gentle dog 
who discovers that he is also a very talented detective... 
for pets!
 
Congratulation! Hubert is the happy finalist of the Hercule 
Poirot’s trophy, the highest prize awarded to an investigator! 
But on the night of the ceremony, which takes place on a 
superb boat, the precious trophy suddenly disappears…

Hubert is more the type to sit quietly on his bed with the 
unbelievable outfits his mistress dresses him in, but when a 
mysterious theft disrupts his daily routine, this is the  
beginning of his improbable adventures as a detective!

• From mistress to thief, a cast of comic characters, fancifully  
drawn by Amélie Laffaiteur.

• Reading pleasures, including the mystery of the investigation,  
references to pop-culture and the parody of the detective novel.

Author: Emmanuel Bergounioux.
Ill.: Amélie Laffaiteur.

Hercule Poirot’s trophy
code: 6104973

September 2023



Fatcat & Mr B.
Grosha & Mr B.

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 7 years onwards

A detective series for young readers, in a delightful  
atmosphere, including enigmas to solve!
 
Let’s investigate with our favorite duo of cat detectives  
(with totally opposite methods and characters) to solve a 
new outlandish case: the shop windows seem to come alive to 
swallow all the inhabitants! Our heroes need to act quickly: 
the town’s survival depends on them...

• Funny and exciting stories for young readers with an interactive part 
(solving the enigmas motivates them to progress through the book).

• Real investigations and a world full of humor, between hi-tech  
spying research and police comedy.

• Two very endearing and highly entertaining characters.

Author: Pascal Prevot.
Ill. Prisca Le Tandé.

Softcover
150 x 190 mm
48 pages
6.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese 
simpl.

Thirst of the Owl 
code: 8347922

The Ultimate Pizza
code: 8348291

Danger on display 
code: 1125556
October 2023

Strange Disappearances
Code: 8348168



Lil’ Sherlock
P’tit Sherlock

Softcover 
190 x 235 mm 
64 pages 
14.95 € 
Previous rights sold: Spanish,  
Catalan, Greek, Chinese simpl.,  
Chinese compl., Vietnamese, 
German, English, Dutch, Polish, 
Croatian.

The Halloween riddle
6.95 € 
code: 8174220
October 2023

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 7 years onwards

Look forward to Christmas by solving a case a day  
with Lil’ Sherlock and his friends!
 
It’s too long to wait for Christmas! Let’s use these 24 days 
to... investigate with Lil’ Sherlock how the letters sent to 
Santa get through as well as many other secrets.

Thanks to this great Advent book-game, the long period 
before the great day will pass quickly while children solve 
each of the various types of enigmas, and reading engaging 
adventures!

• An original concept to accompany the festive season.
• A special album featuring the heroes of a successful series that 

already includes 15 titles (60,000 copies already sold in France).
• A great story and 24 varied games to discover: labyrinths, seek  

and find, decipher codes, rebus, magic coloring, connect the dots, 
charades...

Author: Pascal Prevot.
Ill.: Art Grootfontein.

24 investigations  
to wait for Christmas 

code: 7765242
October 2023



Miss Agatha
Miss Agatha

Fiction - I Read, I Investigate - From 9 years onwards

A series of investigations, based on the brilliant character 
of Agatha Christie.
 
Through these mysterious pages, follow the amazing adven-
tures of Miss Agatha, travelling all across Europe during the 
Belle Epoque: the Christie family arrives at Constantinople, the 
terminus of the Orient-express line, and Miss Agatha soon 
finds herself investigating mysterious disappearances... 

Play a part in this investigation in the ‘Queen of Cities’, by 
solving the enigmas throughout the novel!

• A brand-new fictional genre for children to have fun with games  
and interactive investigations: solving the enigmas motivates young 
readers to progress through the book!

• A historical value, with a deep dive into the Belle Epoque and a  
journey all across Europe.

• The young fearless heroine, Miss Agatha, remains one of the most 
fascinating crime writers, with worldwide fame.

• A successful series: 17,000 copies already sold in France!

Author: Christine Palluy.
Ill. Sophie Leullier.

Softcover
150 x 190 mm
128 pages
10.95 €
Previous rights sold: Spanish,  
Catalan, Greek.

Mystery in London
code: 4172594

Disappearance in Paris 
code: 4173086

Enigma on the Orient Express 
code: 4173332

A Strange Ball in Vienna 
code: 7565442

Pursuit in Venice
code: 8631117

Trap in Constantinople
code: 2800668

September 2023



I Read Classics
Je lis les classiques

Fiction - I Read Classics - From 8 years onwards

Discover the classics through novelization of iconic TV series.
 
A whole generation of children discovered these classics of 
literature by watching animated series in the 80s. Far from 
being forgotten, these anime have recently enjoyed a resurgence 
in popularity with their inclusion on streaming platforms.

This collection provides a great read of timeless classics for both 
parents, who remember the anime fondly, and  
children who enjoy the illustrations.

• Classics reimagined and adapted for a young contemporary public.
• Original text and cult images of the legendary Japanese animation 

studios.
• Very endearing heroes with contemporary values: resilience,  

generosity, benevolence.

Softcover
155 x 197 mm
96 pages
8.95 €
Previous rights sold: Korean,  
Japanese, Spanish.

Tom Sawyer 
T. 1: Aunt Polly’s 
Children 
code: 4583033

Heidi
T. 1: Little Girl  
from the  
Mountains
code: 7552769

Sophie’s Misfortunes
code: 6262078

120 pages
9.95 €

September 2023

A Little Princess
T. 1: At Ms. Mangin’s School
code: 4582664
T. 2: A Kind-Hearted Girl  
code: 4582787
T. 3: A True Miracle  
code: 4582910

T. 2: Holidays  
code: 4583156
T. 3: Injun Joe 
code: 4583279

T. 2: A Wonderful Friendship
code: 7552892 
T. 3: Renewed Happiness
code: 7553015



Documentary books



How do animals handle it?
Et toi, tu fais comment ?

Documentary books - From 4 years onwards

Discover the daily lives of animals and learn about the 
diversity of life!

When we introduce animals, we often focus on all their  
records... but in fact, what constitutes their daily needs (eating, 
drinking, sleeping, washing, communicating...) is also quite 
captivating. Young readers will discover that our animal 
friends can, for example, sleep comfortably upside down 
like the bat, floating on water like the otter, more than  
20 hours a day like the koala or... not at all like the worker bee!

• A beautifully illustrated documentary album.
• Clear, concise and entertaining texts to captivate curious little 

nature lovers.
• An original, thematic approach to everyday life.

Author: Sandrine Le Guen. 
Ill.: Laure du Faÿ.   

Hardcover
235 x 270 mm
40 pages
16.95 €
code: 2878546 
October 2023 
All rights available.



My First “Tell Me…”!  
Mes premiers «Dis-moi» !

Documentary books - From 4 years onwards

A question-and-answer series for curious little ones.

An original series presenting more than 60 questions to 
fully explore various themes through 3 different ways:  
major questions on two pages about a central subject,  
shorter questions on a single page to deliver more accessible 
information, and playtime questions including big illustrated 
sceneries and knowledge exercises on observation, nomination  
and counting.

• A very enjoyable "book-object" to use 
on any occasion: a hardcover with 
wire’o, a closing flap and elastic band 
which makes the book very attractive 
for a playful reading-time!

• The series allows children to discover 
rich information in an interactive and 
educative way through a content  
perfectly adapted to their young age  
(a limited number of pages, very  
illustrated texts…).

Wild animals 
Cécile Jugla

Ill. Monsieur Dupont 
code: 7593877

September 2023

Hardcover with wire’o  
and closing flap 
170 x 210 mm
64 pages
16.95 €
Previous rights sold: Romanian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Slovenian, 
Spanish, Arabic, Chinese simpl., 
Greek, Italian.

Being Born and Growing up
code: 3369681

Dinosaurs
code: 3369927

Baby Animals
code: 3369558

Firemen
code: 3370050

Space
code: 8025214

Knights
code: 8024968

Kindergarden
code: 8025460

The Forest
code: 8026075

The Sea
code: 8025706

Pirates
Caroline Fait
Ill. Sejung Kim 
code: 8026199
September 2023



Destination Japan
Destination Japon

Documentary books - From 5 years onwards

Discover Japan through the seasons!

Let’s take a trip to Japan and immerse ourselves in all 
aspects of Japanese culture: festivals, food, customs, flora 
and fauna... thanks to this documentary that’s as informative 
as it is entertaining!

Composed of large scenes for each season, richly illustrated 
and full of details to contemplate. In addition you’ll find  
information-packed pictures, a short comic strip that  
punctuates the journey, as well as great "seek and find"  
activities...

• A large format and magnificent illustrations, full of tenderness  
and humor. 

• Numerous information on life in Japan adapted for children.
• A country that fascinates young readers and adults alike.

Author: Miss Paty.

Hardcover
235 x 305 mm
40 pages
16.95 €
code: 5139400 
October 2023 
All rights available.



What was it like before?
Comment c’était avant ?

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

Let’s travel back in time to discover how human society 
has evolved over the centuries and through inventions!

Consider History in a new way, because our past isn’t all 
kings and great battles! Dive into this fascinating historical 
documentary to learn how our ancestors dealt with 24 major 
necessities of daily life (eating, shelter, clothing, transport, 
lighting, but also growing up and getting an education) 
right up to the present day, and find answers to the captivating 
question: "What was it like before?".

• An original way of looking at History.
• The daily lives of our ancestors, a subject of curiosity for young 

readers.
• Numerous illustrations of "scenes from life" to make the texts 

easier to understand.

Author: Marie Mazas.
Ill. : Cléo Germain.

Hardcover
230 x 280 mm 
64 pages
16.95 €
code: 3567923 
October 2023 
All rights available.



A walk in…  
Une promenade à...

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

A stunning series that invites to travel, explore and 
dream!

Go on a discovery trip around the most beautiful spots in 
Paris, with 15 mythical places and monuments in the "City 
of Light": Notre-Dame, the Eiffel Tower, the Latin Quarter, 
Montmartre, the banks of the Seine... Composed of large- 
format drawn scenes, full of details and fantasy, while  
providing a wealth of information.

• A large-format book, beautifully crafted, with superb drawings!
• An original concept: each scene introduces all there is to know 

about one walking destination.
• A series to spark curiosity and inspire a taste for wandering and 

observation.

Author: Amélie Laffaiteur. 

A walk in Paris 
code: 8114975
October 2023

Hardcover 
242 x 313 mm
48 pages
16.95 €
Previous rights sold: Romanian, 
Korean, Polish.

A walk around the world
code: 5612993

A walk across Europe
code: 1236635



My Larousse Animal Atlas
Mon Atlas Larousse des animaux

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

A wonderful Atlas to learn more about, continent by 
continent, the life and environment of all the animals on 
our planet.

Find out where animals live on each continent, how they 
coexist with each other in all kinds of natural environments, 
even the most hostile. 

For each continent, unfold a flap with a map to help you 
find your way and read illustrated pages on the main natural 
environments (major rivers, the sea, mountains, deserts, 
warm sea islands, tropical forests, steppes... and even the 
South Pole) and the animals that inhabit them.

• Very accessible, lively illustrations, full of color and detail.
• Precise maps on easy-to-handle flaps to accompany the informative 

focus reading.
• A playful way to perfect young reader’s knowledge of geography.

Author: Eric Mathivet
Ill. : Jérémy Clapin, Benjamin Chaud, Pronto.

Hardcover with wire’o and flaps
240 x 275 mm 
52 pages 
18.95 €
code: 7210799 
October 2023 
Rights sold: Chinese simpl.



The Larousse Book of 500 Why and How
Le Larousse des 500 pourquoi comment

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

The essential Larousse Encyclopedia, to learn everything 
about the life of dinosaurs through 500 questions!

A complete encyclopedia, compiling all the important  
questions (and answers) you need to know about dinosaurs 
and their life at the time of those fascinating creatures.

Supplemented by beautiful illustrations including great  
documentary value, while also being funny and poetic.

• A highly illustrated book, which answers children’s most frequently 
asked questions about dinosaurs.

• Larousse, the historical publisher of the encyclopedia: a guarantee 
of high-quality and rich content.

Author: Sophie de Mullenheim. 
Ill.: Clémence Dupont.

Hardcover
235 x 270 mm
112 pages
17.95 €
Previous rights sold: Vietnamese, 
German, Serbian, Chinese simpl., 
Turkish.

The Larousse Book of  
500 Why and How
code: 3749721

The Larousse Book of  
500 Why and How 

 - Dinosaurs 
code: 6178234
October 2023



Do you want to talk about it?
Tu veux qu’on en parle ?

Documentary books - From 6 years onwards

The most important topics of life explained  
in a comprehensive way. 
In a spoken and straightforward style, this series addresses 
children and discusses their questions, serious or funny, about 
separation. 

By communicating through interaction, the book offers young 
readers means to navigate their emotions; they are encouraged to 
talk about their feelings and express their emotions.

Thanks to its simple tone, but nonetheless serious way of  
dealing with questions, this series can easily be adapted to  
each child’s specific needs.

• A series developed as a collection of "tools" which support parents 
and children to discuss questions about various existential matters 
and start conversations.

• Carine Simonet, a child psychiatrist, has a real talent to address both 
children and parents.

• Engaging illustrations that allow an immediate identification with the 
characters.

Author: Carine Simonet - Ill. Anne Guillard

Hardcover
170 x 210 mm
32 pages
9.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl., 
Romanian, Spanish, Greek.

Friendship
code: 3287442

Self-confidence
code: 3287688

Death
code: 3287811

Love
code: 7565565

Childish nonsense
code: 8630256

Separation
code: 3035431

September 2023



I Read, I Discover
Je lis, je découvre

Documentary books - From 7 years onwards

Discover a great character, historical or legendary while 
practising your reading skills!
 
Here is the incredible destiny of Frida Kahlo, the rebel  
artist. Affected by a terrible accident, the young woman  
immersed herself in painting, to satisfy her great need for 
freedom, culture and protest, without forgetting her Mexican 
culture. 

A series of books recounting an emblematic episode in the 
life of a famous, historic or legendary figure, told as a story to 
be read to children! 
At the end of each book, an illustrated historical summary 
provides further information on the life of this character.

• Historical figures are very popular among children and sensibilize 
them on important topics such as equality, tolerance etc.

• An original way to make children aware of history and figures that 
have shaped society.

• Short texts: ideal for those who just start to read.

Author: Christine Palluy.
Ill. Prisca Le Tandé.

Hardcover
150 x 190 mm
40 pages
7.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl., 
Romanian, Greek, Indonesian.

Gustave Eiffel  
and his incredible tower
code: 6099058
August 2023

Ulysses  
and the incredible journey
code: 6098812
August 2023

Neil Armstrong  
and the space conquest
code: 6098935
August 2023

Frida Khalo,  
a rebel artist

code: 6099181
August 2023



If I was told
Si... m’étaient contées

Documentary books - From 9 years onwards

A highly illustrated documentary series that brings  
History alive, exciting and entertaining!

Discover History through portraits of those who shaped it, 
historical figures as well as mythological creatures, or through 
panoramic views of the great periods. For each title, get  
essential and accessible information, adapted illustrations,  
in a colourful and attractive layout.

The series allows young readers to learn more about major  
historical subjects like Mythology, dinosaurs or ancient Egypt... 
It will also give them the keys to a better understanding of 
the world by introducing them to the great civilisations or the 
geniuses (men and women) who have marked our History.

A successful series: 19,000 copies already sold in France!

If I was told Mythology  
code: 1199609                                   

Hardcover  
196 x 243 mm
80 pages
14.95 €
All rights available.

If I was told Ancient Egypt
Laurent Avezou
code: 1317562                                    

If I was told Women Pioneers
Stéphanie Viard
code: 5570030

If I was told  
the Great Civilisations 
Laurent Avezou
code: 5569907                                   

If I was told Geniuses
code: 1317316     

If I was told Dinosaurs
Vanina Pialot
code: 4827147                                   

If I was told Egyptian Mythology
Laurent Avezou
code: 6251608
September 2023

If I was told the Universe
code: 6251731
October 2023 

• Highly illustrated and attractive books to discover ever-popular 
topics for young readers.

• Larousse, the historical publisher of the encyclopedia: a guarantee 
of high-quality and rich content.



10 Masterpieces of...
Les 10 chefs-d’œuvre de... 

Documentary books - From 8 years onwards

A series of documentary book on the "top 10" of  
our artistic and cultural heritage explained to children.

An introduction to 10 famous paintings by artists from around 
the world, with large format reproductions of high quality, as 
well as comprehensive and numerous explanations.

Organized among two double pages per masterpiece: on  
the first double page, a presentation (history, description, 
biography) and a large reproduction of the masterpiece with 
landmarks and anecdotes. And to go further with the second 
double page: zooms on details, complementary information 
and a comic strip.

• A lively and dynamic reading for younger ones, presenting the  
masterpieces through different types of information.

• A modernised cover and lay-out for a successful series.
• A fascinating read for any children and a comprehensive introduction 

to the world of art.

Hardcover
260 x 257 mm
48 pages
14.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese 
simpl.

10 Masterpieces of the 
Louvre Museum
Géraldine Maincent
code: 7554615

10 major Wonders  
of the World
Elisabeth de Lambilly
code: 2401643
October 2023

The 10 major Paintings 
Sophie Crépon 

code: 2401889
September 2023



Art...for the whole family
L’art en famille

Documentary books - Age: 7 to 12

Discover Art in a comprehensive and fascinating way.

Through the greatest masterpieces of painting, explained in
an accessible and evocative style, those series offers young
readers one of their first encounters with art.

For each painting: a short history of the artwork and the
artist, a setting with an evocation of its context, a deciphering 
of 2 or 3 details or symbols and finally a summary of the 
essential points to remember.

• Author specialized in art history and writing for children.
• More than 50 works reproduced in large format.

Hardcover
197 x 242 mm
96 pages
14.95 €
Previous rights sold: Chinese compl., 
Chinese simpl.

 
Impressionists explained to 
children  
code: 2872142

 
Pharaohs explained to children
Bénédicte Lhoyer 
code: 2872019

Masterpieces of painting 
explained to children 

 Sandrine Andrews 
code: 8995148 



Sport fan  
Fou de sport

Hardcover 
200 x 325 mm 
80 pages 
17.95 €
All rights available.

Soccer fan
code: 1268493

Rugby fan
code: 6259863

August 2023

Documentary books - From 8 years onwards

80 pages of serious, funny and surprising information  
on rugby and its world!
 
Discover everything you need to know about rugby: players, 
competitions, teams, refereeing, records, anecdotes... and 
even the jargon! With its colourful, dynamic layout, this 
documentary is a must-have for all young readers with a 
passion for sport.

• Rugby, an increasingly popular sport worldwide with a positive and 
collective spirit.

• In-depth information and a surprising focus make for a riveting 
reading.

• A large, well-illustrated book with plenty of photos and press cartoons.

Author: Valentin Verthé.
Ill. : Jérémy Guignette.



Activity and Game books



Land of the 500 Dogs  
Au pays des 500 Chiens

Activity and Game books - From 4 years onwards 

Enjoy "seek and find" and other observation games of this 
whimsical country by following our four-legged friends!
 
Do you like our dog friends? Get ready to see them everywhere 
in this crazy land! Because these 500 dogs do all sorts of 
things, and can even become imaginary creatures, like  
mermaids or dinosaurs... while still showing a dog’s face!  
Go from surprise to surprise with these large drawings to observe 
the many games they suggest.

• A great book of observation games for young readers.
• Spectacular illustrations, full of details and humor.
• A world of unbridled imagination that becomes increasingly  

extravagant with each passing page.

Author: Paule Battault.
Ill. : Monsieur Dupont.

Hardcover 
235 x 270 mm 
40 pages 
16.95 €  
code: 1206809
October 2023
All rights available.



Little Sherlock - My very first investigations   
Les P’tits Sherlock - Ma toute première enquête

Activity and Game books - From 5 years onwards 

A visual game book created for younger readers!

Enter a real investigation game for the youngest ones, 
together with Sherlock, Watson and their trusty assistants: 
Voyou the dog and Maki the cat!

A magnifying glass included in the book reveals hidden 
clues to help along and solve mysteries.

• A game book series in the universe of Sherlock Holmes, suitable 
for younger readers, with highly visual games: seek-and-find, 
mazes, 7-differences, coded coloring…

• Throughout the pages, the aspiring reader will, step by step, help 
Sherlock solve one major investigation.

• A successful series: 25,000 copies already sold in France!

Author: Sandra Lebrun. 
Ill.: Patrick Morize.

The teacher has disappeared
code: 4038883

August 2023

Hardcover, with a red magnifying 
glass
205 x 243 mm 
64 pages 
15.95 € 
Previous rights sold: Chinese simpl., 
Korean, Spanish

My very first investigation
ill.: Sophie Chaussade
code: 3499044 

Disappeared in the castle
code: 6254281 

Panic in the savanna
code: 4173824 

The presents are gone!
code: 4039006
October 2023



Sherlock Holmes’ 10 investigations   
10 enquêtes de Sherlock Holmes

Activity and Game books - Age: 7 to 10

Interactive game books that invite the reader to become
a detective’s apprentice by following the most famous one!
 
Let’s team up with Sherlock Holmes and his beloved Watson 
through 10 investigations, helping them solve riddles and 
puzzles! Are you ready to rack your brains as you travel 
around Paris, from the heart of the Garnier Opera to the 
mysterious underground catacombs?

• A successful series with numerous book’s activities, including 
puzzles, enigmas, riddles, coded messages, observation games, etc., 
and the necessity to piece every clue together provide wonderful 
brain training.

• Investigation accessories included: magnifying glass with a red filter, 
and a decoding grid… A thrilling adventure!

• A successful series with over 53,000 copies sold in France!

Author: Sandra Lebrun.
Ill.: Loïc Méhée.

Hardcover, with a red magnifying 
glass
170 x 243 mm 
64 pages 
15.95 €
Previous rights sold: Catalan, 
Spanish, Chinese compl., Chinese 
simpl., German, Korean, Turkish.

Sherlock Holmes’  
10 best investigations 
code: 4368322

Sherlock Holmes  
and the time machine 
code: 1236020

Sherlock Holmes’  
10 fantastic investigations 
code: 2712099

Sherlock Holmes’  
10 mysterious investigations 
in Egypt 
code: 1829271

Sherlock Holmes’  
10 fabulous investigations 

in Paris
code: 3567308
October 2023



Super guide…  
Le super guide…

Activity and Game books - Age: 8 to 12

The essential companion for little witch apprentices and 
those looking for a touch of magic in their activities!
 
A guide book of outdoor and indoor activities, including 
numerous topics of interest (DIY, information, challenges, 
recipe ideas, games…) for all little witches who like to add a 
little magic to their lives... without casting evil spells!

In this "Super Guide", discover simple and playful tips  
organized in various categories: Crazy games, Fashion, 
Tests & advice, Recipes, DIY, Challenges of all kinds...  
Almost everything you need to know to get the best out  
of your powerful (and gentle) witch side!

• Numerous illustrations and step-by-step explanations make up for 
both a didactic and playful reading time.

• A wire’o companion, easy to take everywhere, adaptable to all 
kinds of surroundings.

Author: Aurore Meyer.
Ill.: Myrtille Tournefeuille, Pierre Uong.

Hardcover with wire’o
187 x 212 mm  
128 pages
15.95 €
Previous rights sold: Italian, Chinese 
simpl., German, Vietnamese, Romanian, 
Greek, Lithuanian, Serbian, Hungarian, 
Slovakian, Czech.

Super Guide of today’s  
creative girls
code: 7673719

Super Guide of today’s  
creative boys
code: 1336743

Super Guide for a green year
code: 8498491

Super Guide of 
big and small Adventures
code: 1790646

Super guide for 
 little witches

code: 3566321
September 2023



My treasure hunt novel   
Mon roman chasse au trésor

Activity and Game books - From 7 years onwards 

Take part in young pirate’s adventure and help him  
discover the treasure’s location!

How do you prove you’re a real pirate? By finding a treasure 
hidden by another pirate, of course! But it’s going to take a 
lot of cunning on the part of young "Little Heart" to do it, 
so are you ready to help? You’ll have to proceed by elimi-
nation, crossing out from the map on the flap of your book 
all the locations that the riddles will show you.

A collection of game books with a real treasure map,  
involving the young reader in solving the riddles to find 
the location of the treasure at the end, whether it’s a pirate’s 
treasure or Santa’s presents.

• A captivating quest throughout the book and humorous  
illustrations and a very interactive reading pleasure.

• A treasure map that’s always at hand thanks to the flap system
• Pirates or and Santa’s misadventures: all very popular subjects 

with young readers.

Author: Paule Battault
Ill.: Sess Boudebesse.

On the island of pirates
code: 6214184

September 2023

Softcover and flap
150 x 190 mm 
54 pages 
7.95 € 
All rights available.

Presents mission!
code: 6214430
October 2023



My firsts Larousse of cooking  
Mes premiers Larousse de la cuisine

Activity and Game books - From 5 years onwards

Step-by-step explanations of classic pastry recipes for 
first-time cooks!
 
More than 20 easy-to-make sweet recipes: with the help of 
clear instructions, children can actively participate in the 
kitchen and learn how to realize pastry classics, such as  
chocolate cake, jam rolls, madeleines, etc.
Measurements are made with a basic cup unit to make the 
job easier. Each tool and ingredient are listed before the 
recipe, alongside a beautiful picture of the end product.

• A practical blinding for young kids: wire’o book with laminated 
pages and delicious content.

• Children can do everything, (almost!) like adults.
• Cute and engaging illustrations.

Author: Agnès Besson. 
Ill.: Clémentine Dérodit.

Hardcover with wire’o  
200 x 230 mm 
96 pages 
16.95 € 
All rights available.

My first Larousse 
of cooking
code: 1815951

My first Larousse 
 of pastry

code: 6105342
October 2023



Fabulous fairytale desserts   
Les fabuleux desserts des contes de fées

Activity and Game books - From 6 years onwards

Once upon a time, there were 14 delicious recipes to  
rediscover fairytales while enjoying spectacular desserts!
 
Why not try a new and more tasty approach to classic fairy 
tales! For each tale, you’ll find a summary and an extract 
from the original text whose hero is... a dessert, followed 
by a step-by-step recipe, such as Alice in Wonderland’s 
mouth-watering "eat me" cake, Little Red Riding Hood’s tasty 
galette, Snow White’s baked apples... and much more. 
 

They lived happily ever after and made delicious desserts...

• A book that brings together two areas of interest for children: the 
world of fairy tales and a taste for cooking within their reach.

• Easy-to-make recipes for young pastry chefs.
• Wonderful illustrations create a natural link between the story and 

the recipe.

Author: Agnès Besson.
Ill. : Marie Paruit.

Hardcover  
200 x 240 mm 
64 pages 
14.95 € 
code: 3567800
September 2023
All rights available.



100% Quiz – 140 question cards box
Super Quiz – 140 cartes questions

Activity and Game books - From 8 years onwards

A mini box containing 140 questions to challenge each 
other and take with you wherever you go!
 
Immerse yourself in these cards to have fun with the 
greatest rugby players, past and present... while learning  
detailed answers!

A series of game boxes on the most popular subjects for 
young children: mythology, horses, dinosaurs...

• A small cube-shaped box to take everywhere.
• A quiz to have fun with either friends or family and learn about 

your favourite subject.

Box with 140 cards 
76 x 86 x 80 mm 
5.95 €
All rights available.

Quiz 100% Horses
code: 6589517

Quiz 100% Why
code: 6589394

Quiz 100% Mythology
code: 5843708

Quiz 100% Foot
Valentin Verthé 
code: 4902129

Quiz 100% Dinosaurs
code: 6569676

Quiz 100% Video Games
Mathias Lavorel 
code: 6570660

Quiz 100% 
 Rugby Players

Valentin Verthé 
code: 6260478

August 2022



Super Quiz – 250 question cards box
Super Quiz – 250 cartes questions

Activity and Game books - From 8 years onwards

A 250-question quiz to learn everything there is to know
about the lives of these incredible animals, the dinosaurs!
 
Discover more about 6 themes with each box, thanks to 
varied questions and astonishing answers!

• A funny cube-shaped box that can easily follow you on any  
adventure: the perfect way to broaden your children’s knowledge, 
whether indoors or outdoors!

• A quiz to have fun with either friends or family.
• A very rich content: 250 questions with complete answers on  

various aspects about one main subject.

Box with 250 cards
110 x 110 x 110 mm 
10.90 €
Previous rights sold: German.

Super Quiz of Superheroes
Aurore Meyer 
code: 3300231

Super Quiz of  
Incredible Animals
Aurore Meyer 
code: 6570045

Super Quiz of Space
Aurore Meyer 
code: 5319987

Super Quiz of Video Games
Mathias Lavorel
code: 6025767

Super Quiz of Girls
Aurore Meyer 
code: 6632104 - October 2023

Super Quiz of Dinosaurs
Aurore Meyer 
code: 6589640
October 2023


